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Instinet launches innovative 
digital private investment 
platform: Instinet DealMatch 

Brings efficient access to private investment deals to a 
broader base of institutional investors. 

London: 21 June, 2022 – Instinet Incorporated (“Instinet”) today announced the 

European launch of Instinet DealMatch, a new digital investment platform that 

connects institutional investors to private investment deals that are aligned to 

their objectives. Nomura serves as the founding deal agent on the platform, and 

provided expert input during the build process to ensure that the platform 

provided an optimal investor, as well as deal agent, experience. Instinet 

DealMatch is an easy-to-use platform that offers: 

• A faster, more efficient way for institutional investors to connect, establish 

preferences, learn about new opportunities, place orders, track their 

progress, and complete investments. 

• A simplified and streamlined distribution that assists Nomura, the deal agent, 

to deliver their corporate issuers with access to a much larger and more 

diverse pool of investors. 

• An opportunity for investors to set preferences, tailoring the deal 

recommendations that are offered to them so they see the most appropriate 

opportunities. 

Turning an OTC process into digital workflow 

Private capital raising is an increasingly powerful source of diversification and 

alpha generation for institutional investors, but the deal process has not 

materially changed over many decades; it is still highly manual and the process 

can be time consuming. Using a digital platform as a hub for virtual idea sharing, 

the communication of deal memos, the arrangement of real and virtual 

roadshows, the registration of indications of interest, placement of orders, and 

finally, the deal execution itself, can unlock efficiencies, speed up time to market, 

and broaden access to a much wider array of investors than previously possible.  

Ralston Roberts, Global CEO of Instinet, said: “At Instinet, our first order of 

business has always been to help our clients to access and execute their 

investment strategies as efficiently and effectively as possible. Instinet pioneered 

electronic trading over fifty years ago, so technological innovation has been a 
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part of our mission ever since. Working alongside our parent, Nomura, we are 

able to lever the deep private capital expertise and corporate issuer relationships 

that they bring to bear in order to evolve the investment process for this 

important asset class. It is the right time to digitalize and democratize the private 

equity markets eco-system. We’re very excited to be part of yet another market 

evolution.”  

Charles Pitts-Tucker, Nomura Head of Investment Banking, EMEA, said: “We are 

delighted to offer our clients the opportunity to raise equity capital privately via the 

ground-breaking digital platform of Instinet DealMatch.”  

Myles Evanson, Nomura Head of Private Placements, EMEA said “As private 

placement activity continues to grow significantly in Europe, it is critical to ensure that 

our execution capabilities match this trend. Instinet DealMatch’s streamlined 

marketing and deep distribution capabilities offer companies looking to raise capital 

with access to a larger and more diverse pool of potential investors, combined with a 

digital workflow to significantly increase efficiency and transparency of the execution 

process. We believe this innovative digital platform will offer even greater added value 

to our private placement clients in Europe.”   

The intuitive graphic user interface was designed to greatly streamline workflow 

and centrally manage all aspects of the private equity investment lifecycle in one 

place. It should shorten the time it traditionally takes to execute a deal, and is a 

more sustainable solution than other more analog, over-the-counter processes 

that still require trafficking paper documents between parties. 
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About Instinet  

Instinet provides technologically advanced, agency-model brokerage services to 

institutional clients worldwide. As the wholly-owned execution services arm of 

Nomura Group, Instinet seeks to add value across the investment life cycle, 

providing: Execution Services; Crossing & Liquidity; and Workflow Solutions 

via Instinet Technology Solutions. We help institutional investors create, protect 

and capture alpha, reduce complexity, and lower overall trading costs to ultimately 

improve investment performance. Over the course of our more than 50-year 

history, Instinet has been a pioneer in electronic trading, creating of an array of 
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now industry-standard technologies and services. For more information on how 

Instinet’s commitment to being nimble and innovative helps clients every day, 

please visit www.instinet.com  

 

___________________ 


